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I. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Initiatives
Recent regulatory initiatives by the SEC evidence its responsiveness to the
changes brought about by the globalization of the securities markets and its efforts
to enhance participation in the U.S. securities markets by foreign issuers and
members of the securities industry. The SEC's initiatives include: seeking to
define more clearly the extraterritorial reach of the registration requirements of the
Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act); adopting a multijurisdictional disclosure
system (MJDS) with Canada intended to facilitate cross-border offerings; estab-
lishing a nonexclusive safe harbor exemption from the registration requirements
of the Securities Act for resales to eligible institutions of certain restricted securi-
ties; adopting new rules governing the age of financial statements of foreign
issuers registered under the Securities Act; and seeking comment regarding pro-
posals designed to streamline the registration and reporting process for foreign
companies that access the U.S. public markets. The SEC has sought comment
on proposals to encourage the inclusion of U.S. investors in certain foreign tender
offers and rights offers, on the adequacy of certain record-keeping requirements
for foreign investment companies registered in the United States, and on a concept
of regulating foreign broker-dealers by recognizing foreign regulation of broker-
dealers. The SEC also has adopted a rule that provides exemptions from broker-
dealer registration for foreign entities engaged in certain activities involving
U.S. investors and securities markets and has, in several instances, lifted SEC
regulatory requirements for certain transactions that were principally foreign in
nature.
A. REGULATION S
Some of the impediments to the growth of international securities markets can
be removed by clarifying the precise application of U.S. laws. On April 24, 1990,
the SEC adopted Regulation S, which is intended to clarify the extraterritorial
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application of the registration provisions of the Securities Act.450 Regulation S
provides that section 5 does not apply to offers and sales outside the United States
and specifies the elements for determining whether an offer or sale is outside
the United States. l
B. MULTIJURISDICTIONAL DISCLOSURE SYSTEM
On May 30, 1991, the SEC voted to adopt an MJDS intended to facilitate
cross-border offerings of securities, including rights offerings and tender offers,
by specified Canadian issuers .452 Under this system, the specified Canadian issuers
can use Canadian disclosure documents to satisfy U.S. registration and reporting
requirements. The Canadian MJDS for U.S. issuers is substantially similar to
the MJDS adopted by the SEC. On November 3, 1993, the SEC revised the
MJDS's rules and forms to allow more Canadian issuers to satisfy the criteria
for using the forms,453 The newly adopted revisions retain the requirement to
provide financial information reconciled to U.S. generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) in certain filings.
C. RULE 144A
In 1990 the SEC adopted Rule 144A, which provides a nonexclusive safe
harbor exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act for
resale of certain restricted securities to eligible institutions. 54 In adopting this
rule, the SEC stated its view that the rule was a "first step toward achieving a more
liquid and efficient institutional resale market for unregistered securities."455 In
October 1992 the SEC approved amendments to Rule 144A to expand the defini-
tion of "qualified institutional buyers" to whom offers and sales of Rule 144A
securities could be made, among other things. 56 In a report regarding develop-
ments in the Rule 144A market,457 the SEC staff stated that foreign companies
450. Securities Act Release No. 6863, Int'l Series Release No. 122 (Apr. 24, 1990).
451. In a recent release, the SEC identified troubling practices under the safe harbor provision
of Regulation S where (1) offshore sales of securities were initially effected at substantial discounts
to the secondary market for the same securities in the United States, and then resold within the
United States immediately upon the expiration of the required 40-day restricted period; or (2) short
positions or nonrecourse payment arrangements were made in the United States simultaneously with,
and to lay off risk from, such off-shore sales. The SEC sought comment regarding whether Regulation
S should be amended to limit its vulnerability to such abuse. Securities Act Release No. 7190; 60
Fed. Reg. 35663 (July 10, 1995).
452. Securities Act Release No. 6902, Int'l Series Release No. 291 (June 21, 1991).
453. Securities Act Release No. 7025, Int'l Series Release No. 604 (Nov. 3, 1993); see also
Securities Act Release No. 7040, Int'l Series Release No. 625 (Dec. 27, 1993).
454. Securities Act Release No. 6862, Int'l Series Release No. 121 (Apr. 23, 1990).
455. Id.
456. Securities Act Release No. 6963, Int'l Series Release No. 476 (Oct. 22, 1992).
457. Dated July 20, 1994, and released on August 18, 1994, by Congressman John D. Dingell,
then chair of the House Energy and Commerce Committee and its Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations.
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represent approximately 48 percent of all companies whose securities have been
sold in Rule 144A placements since that rule's inception. Among the trends
reported was a 244 percent increase in the volume of foreign issuer Rule 144A
placements between 1992 and 1993, from approximately $18 billion to $60 billion.
D. PORTAL
On April 27, 1990, the SEC approved a proposed rule change authorizing the
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) to establish a new trading
system, called PORTAL, for secondary trading of unregistered securities in trans-
actions exempt from the registration and prospectus delivery requirements of the
Securities Act pursuant to Rule 144A. That system also provides facilities
for primary placements of Rule 144A securities. Investors participating in the
PORTAL system generally must in the aggregate own and invest on a discretion-
ary basis $100 million in securities of issuers not affiliated with the investor.
In an effort to increase secondary market liquidity in restricted securities eligi-
ble to be sold in reliance on Rule 144A, the SEC approved a proposed rule change
relating to the operation of the PORTAL market. 459 The SEC noted in its approving
release that the PORTAL market has not developed to the extent expected, and
that "[n]o last-sale trade information for transactions in Rule 144A securities is
available, clearance and settlement of such transactions is arranged on an ad
hoc basis, and information necessary for market surveillance is limited.'"4W The
proposal revises the registration process for NASD members and nonmembers
to obtain access to the PORTAL system and establishes reporting requirements
for NASD members' transactions in PORTAL securities. These changes, along
with a proposed rule change by the Depository Trust Company (DTC) approved
in a companion release, 4 1 were expected to facilitate more efficient clearance
and settlement of transactions in PORTAL securities by making available to
PORTAL participants a centralized automated system for comparison of trade
reports and the forwarding of transactions to DTC for clearance and settlement.
On May 23, 1990, the SEC signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Institut Mondtaire Luxembourgeois (IML), wherein the IML expressed its intent
to require the Centrale de Livraison de Valeurs Mobili~res S.A. (CEDEL) to
transmit to the International Securities Clearing Corporation (ISCC) certain infor-
mation obtained by CEDEL in the normal course of its activities as a security
depository. Specifically, CEDEL would be required to transmit information re-
garding material adverse changes in the PORTAL accounts maintained by CEDEL
for its members who are also members of a securities clearing and settlement
agency registered under section 17A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
458. Exchange Act Release No. 27956 (Apr. 27, 1990).
459. Exchange Act Release No. 33326, Int'l Series Release No. 622 (Dec. 13, 1993).
460. Id. at 1811.
461. Exchange Act Release No. 33327 (Dec. 13, 1993).
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(Exchange Act). The SEC expressed its intent to require the ISCC to transmit
information regarding material adverse change in the PORTAL accounts cleared
by the ISCC for its members who are also members of CEDEL.
E. EFFORTS TO STREAMLINE REQUIREMENTS OF THE
U.S. DISCLOSURE SYSTEM FOR FOREIGN COMPANIES
1. Rule and Form Requirements Governing the
Age of Financial Statements
On November 3, 1993, the SEC published final amendments relating to the
age of financial statements of foreign private issuers that register securities for
sale under the Securities Act. The amendments comform the requirements that
govern the age of financial statements in registration statements to the financial
statement updating requirements of the home jurisdictions of a substantial majority
of foreign issuers. Such conformity is intended to reduce the impediments to
foreign issuers making securities offerings in the United States.462
Although the SEC has imposed no interim periodic reporting requirement for
foreign companies in the past, the SEC's age of financial statement requirements
in effect require a foreign company to provide interim financial information more
frequently than semiannually (the standard foreign practice), if the company
wishes to conduct continuous offerings without interruption and avoid delays in
commencing a registered offering. The SEC's action is intended to minimize the
financing blackout period for foreign companies. The adopted changes require
foreign companies to provide audited fiscal year financial statements within six
months following the end of the fiscal year, and unaudited interim financial
statements within ten months of registration statement effectiveness, if the audited
financial statements are more than ten months old. Under these new rules, a
foreign company can have uninterrupted access to the U.S. public market by
providing within four months following the end of its fiscal year either its audited
financial statements for that year or unaudited interim financial statements through
the end of the third quarter of the year.
2. Simplification of Registration and Reporting Requirements for Foreign
Companies; Safe Harbors for Public Announcements of Unregistered
Offerings and Broker-Dealer Research Reports
On April 19, 1994, the SEC adopted several initiatives designed to streamline
the registration and reporting process for foreign companies accessing the U.S.
public markets.463 The initiatives include streamlining eligibility criteria so that
foreign companies can use short-form and shelf registration to the same extent
as domestic companies. For example, the initiatives expand thresholds for use
462. Securities Act Release No. 7026, Int'l Series Release No. 605 (Nov. 3, 1993).
463. Securities Act Release No. 7053, Int'l Series Release No. 653 (Apr. 19, 1994).
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of short-form registration on Form F-3 and shelf registration. Required public
float has been reduced from $300 million to $75 million, and required reporting
history has been reduced from thirty-six months to twelve months. The initiatives
also include streamlining reconciliation requirements. For example, the SEC
accepts from foreign companies, without reconciliation, cash flow statements
prepared in accordance with International Accounting Standard No. 7. Addition-
ally, first-time foreign registrants must now reconcile financial statements and
selected financial data for only the two most recently completed fiscal years and
any interim periods.
The SEC initiatives also create safe harbors for announcements of unregistered
offerings and broker-dealer research reports. For example, a new safe harbor
provides for issuers' announcements of offerings not registered or required to
be registered under the Securities Act. The safe harbor parallels that available
for announcements in connection with registered public offerings. Additionally,
the existing safe harbor for broker-dealer research reports distributed in the nor-
mal course of business with reasonable regularity now extends to those foreign
companies that meet the eligibility requirements for short-form registration, other
than reporting history, and that have traded offshore for at least twelve months.
On December 13, 1994, the SEC adopted three additional proposals to stream-
line financial information and reconciliation requirements.4 6 These amendments
of Securities Act Regulation S-X, which governs the form and content of financial
statements and schedules furnished by public companies in filings with the SEC,
and Exchange Act Form 20-F, which applies to foreign private issuers, would,
among other things, allow foreign issuers flexibility in selecting the reporting
currency used in filings with the SEC. The proposed amendments would also
streamline financial statement reconciliation requirements for foreign private issu-
ers with operations in countries with hyperinflationary economies, and streamline
the financial statement reconciliation requirements for foreign private issuers that
have entered into business combinations. In addition, the amendments extend
the accommodations adopted in April 1994 to filings by domestic issuers that
must include financial statements of foreign equity investees or acquired foreign
businesses. The SEC also proposed amendments to Rules 138 and 139 under the
Securities Act to clarify the availability of two safe harbors for broker-dealer
research reports on individual companies and certain first-time foreign regis-
trants.465
464. Securities Act Release No. 7117, Int'l Series Release No. 757, 59 Fed. Reg. 65628; Securities
Act Release No. 7118; Investment Co. Act Release No. IC-20766, Int'l Series Release No. 758,
59 Fed. Reg. 65632 (Dec. 13, 1994).
465. Securities Act Release No. 7120, Int'l Series Release No. 760, 59 Fed. Reg. 65641 (Dec. 13,
1994); Securities Act Release No. 7117, Int'l Series Release No. 757, 59 Fed. Reg. 65641 (Dec. 13,
1994).
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F. FOREIGN TENDER OFFER AND RIGHTS OFFERING RELEASES
When foreign corporations are faced with the possibility of having to comply
with different regulatory schemes and practices when conducting acquisitions of
another foreign corporation, they often have moved to exclude U.S. shareholders
from tender offers. In cases where U.S. investors comprise a small portion of
the foreign company's security holder base, and attempts are made to exclude
them from the tender offers, U.S. investors might not have the opportunity to
realize the value of their investment in those securities. In June 1990 the SEC
issued a release seeking comment on a conceptual approach designed to encourage
foreign bidders for foreign target companies and foreign issuers conducting issuer
tender offers to extend offshore cash tender offers and exchange offers to security
holders in the United States. 466 This approach would facilitate the participation
by U.S. securityholders in the foreign tender offer by allowing the offer to proceed
in accordance with foreign tender offer rules and practices. This proposal requires
that in conjunction with the filing of certain forms, the foreign bidder must
designate an agent in the United States for service of process.
In June 1990 the SEC published for comment a proposed new exemptive rule
and registration form under the Securities Act that would facilitate rights offerings
of equity securities by foreign private issuers to their existing U.S. shareholders. 467
Like the release concerning foreign tender offers, the rights offering release is
an attempt to address the exclusion of U.S. investors from a foreign offer because
of the issuer's reluctance to register the offering in the United States. The proposed
rights offering rule (Rule 801) would exempt from the registration requirements
under section 5 of the Securities Act the offer and sale in the United States of
foreign equity securities in rights offerings that meet certain specified criteria.
G. SALE OF DEBT AND EQUITY BY A FOREIGN BANK
In 1987 the SEC adopted a rule that permits a foreign bank or finance subsidiary
to offer or sell its own debt securities or nonvoting stock in the United States
without registering with the SEC as an investment company. 46' As a condition
for obtaining the exemption, however, the foreign bank must designate an agent
in the United States for service of process. Accordingly, while the SEC provided
exemptive relief from regulatory requirements, it strengthened its ability to obtain
jurisdiction over a foreign bank that may be alleged to have violated the antifraud
provisions of the securities laws.
Rule 3a-6 of the Investment Company Act of 1940 (1940 Act), 469 adopted in
1991, excepts foreign banks and foreign insurance companies from the definition
466. Securities Act Release No. 6866, Int'l Series Release No. 127 (June 6, 1990).
467. Securities Act Release No. 6896, Int'l Series Release No. 284 (June 5, 1991).
468. Investment Co. Act Release No. 16093 (Oct. 29, 1987).
469. Securities Act Release No. 6921, Int'l Series Release No. 336 (Oct. 29, 1991).
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of the term "investment company" for all purposes under the 1940 Act. The
rule permits foreign banks, insurance companies, and related entities to sell their
securities in the United States without registering as investment companies. The
SEC also amended Rule 3a-5 of the 1940 Act, adopted new Rule 12d2-1 under
that Act and new Rule 489 and new Form F-N under the Securities Act, and
rescinded Rules 6c-9 and 12dl-l and Form N-6C9 of the 1940 Act. Rule 3a-6
is intended to place foreign banks and insurance companies selling their securities
in the United States on a more equal footing with domestic banks and insurance
companies in furtherance of the policies of national treatment and open U.S.
financial markets.
The SEC also issued an exemptive order to an Australian entity under section
6(c) of the 1940 Act, allowing it to issue and sell in the United States debt
securities guaranteed by the treasurer of Western Australia on behalf of Western
Australia. Issuance of the exemptive order was conditioned on representations
by the applicant regarding consent to jurisdiction and service of process in the
United States.
470
H. CONCEPT RELEASE CONCERNING RULE 31a-2
On June 13, 1990, the SEC voted to seek comment on a proposed amendment
to Rule 3la-2 of the 1940 Act. The amendment would clarify that books and
records required to be maintained under that Act must be preserved in the United
States, and that such books and records, if created by the U.S.-registered invest-
ment company, must be preserved in the English language. 47 ' As stated in the
concept release, the proposal relates solely to home country oversight of U.S.
investment companies and "goes toward fulfilling the reasonable expectation of
market participants that each country's regulators are able to enforce effectively
their securities laws. 47 2 The SEC specifically sought comment on "whether the
proposed requirements would in any way impede U.S. investment companies
from participating in foreign markets. 
473
I. SEC RELEASES AND RULE REGARDING APPLICABILITY OF
U.S. BROKER-DEALER REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS TO
CERTAIN FOREIGN ENTITIES
1. Recognition of Foreign Broker-Dealer Regulation Releases
On July 18, 1989, the SEC issued a release soliciting comments on a conceptual
approach to regulating foreign broker-dealers that would recognize comparable
470. Western Australian Treasury Corp., Investment Company Act Release No. IC-17617, Int'l
Series Release No. 133, 46 SEC Docket (CCH) 1185 (July 26, 1990) (notice) and Investment Co.
Act Release No. IC-17673 (Aug. 14, 1990) (order).
471. Investment Company Act Release No. IC-17769, Int'l Series Release No. 160 (Oct. 1, 1990).
472. Id. at 5.
473. Id. at 6.
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foreign regulation of broker-dealers "to achieve the goal of facilitating interna-
tional securities transactions without compromising the essential protections of
the U.S. broker-dealer regulatory regime." 474 The SEC issued this release subse-
quent to its June 14, 1988, concept release in which it sought comment regarding
a staff interpretive statement about the applicability of U. S. broker-dealer registra-
tion requirements to foreign entities engaged in securities activities involving
U.S. investors. 475 The 1988 release describes current and past interpretive and
exemptive positions of the SEC staff regarding the necessity for broker-dealer
registration by foreign entities. In the 1988 release the SEC also published pro-
posed Rule 15a-6 (adopted in 1989, as described below), which would exempt
foreign entities that deal with certain non-U.S. persons or specified U.S. persons
from broker-dealer registration requirements under limited conditions. The 1989
release noted that allowing certain foreign broker-dealers to deal with U.S. institu-
tional investors would substantially increase the access of U.S. investors to the
valuable services that foreign broker-dealers provide regarding foreign markets.
The 1989 release also noted, however, that such an approach would raise many
difficult issues that would have to be resolved to maintain adequate protection
for U.S. markets and investors.
2. Rule 15a-6
Rule 15a-6, adopted on July 18, 1989,476 supports the concept of allowing
foreign broker-dealers to solicit transactions with U.S. institutional investors
through U.S.-registered broker-dealer affiliates, provided that the foreign broker-
dealers meet certain conditions. Rule 15a-6 was developed in part from previous
interpretive positions of the SEC staff.
In 1990 the SEC staff issued a no-action letter to the London Traded Options
Market (LTOM)477 to permit the London Stock Exchange (LSE)47 8 to familiarize
qualified institutional investors under Rule 144A with U.K. equity options and
FT-SE 100 options without registering as broker-dealers. The staff based its
position in part on the 1986 Memorandum of Understanding between the SEC
and U.K. Regulatory Authorities (1986 UK MOU) 479 and on Rule 15a-6(a)(3).
Consistent with prior SEC no-action letters, Rule 15a-6 permits such activity
provided that a U.S.-registered broker-dealer acts as intermediary and is fully
responsible for the contacts with the institutional investors and for executing any
solicited trades from the U.S. investors. Additionally, the foreign broker-dealer
has to provide records and information about such transactions when requested
474. Exchange Act Release No. 27018, Int'l Series Release No. 106 (July 11, 1989).
475. Exchange Act Release No. 25801 (June 14, 1988).
476. Exchange Act Release No. 27017, Int'l Series Release No. 105 (July 11, 1989).
477. London Traded Options Market, SEC No-Action Letter, [1990-1991 Transfer Binder] Fed.
Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 79,647, at 77,934 (Sept. 4, 1990).
478. At the time, referred to as the International Stock Exchange or ISE.
479. 43 SEC Docket 176 (Sept. 23, 1988).
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by the SEC and to provide assistance to the SEC in obtaining information and
evidence from other persons related to the transactions, including obtaining the
consent of foreign customers to release information sought by the SEC.
J. EXEMPTIONS AND No-ACTION POSITIONS
In several instances the SEC staff has agreed to lift SEC regulatory requirements
where a transaction or form of transaction is principally foreign in nature, where
there are no conduct or effects in the United States, and where the market partici-
pant has agreed to provide the SEC, upon request, with adequate access to records
or information. In connection with the offer of new derivative products, the SEC,
under exceptional circumstances where the risks of manipulation are minimal,
has not required surveillance sharing agreements between the exchange listing
or trading the derivative product and the exchange trading the stocks underlying
the derivative contract.
1. No-Action Position Regarding the Foreign Parent of a
U.S. -Registered Investment Adviser
On July 28, 1992, the SEC's Division of Investment Management (IM) adopted
a no-action position expanding the ability of a company registered under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Advisers Act) to utilize advice and services
received from an unregistered foreign parent. a0° This position modified IM's
earlier position announced in its Richard Ellis, Inc. no-action letter, 481 which
required, among other things, that the employees, officers, and directors of the
subsidiary engaged in giving advice not be engaged in an investment advisory
business of the parent. The SEC staff's new position provides U.S. investors
with the benefit of the expertise of unregistered foreign entities, while at the
same time protecting U.S. customers from any fraudulent activity no matter
where the activity occurs.
Unibanco, a Brazilian company regulated by the Central Bank of Brazil and
registered as an investment manager with the Comissdo de Valores Mobilidrios,
along with its wholly owned subsidiary, Unibanco Consultoria de Investimentos
(UC), an SEC-registered investment adviser that provides investment advisory
services to U.S. clients, sought no-action relief. UC's offices are located on the
same premises as Unibanco's. UC initially expected to obtain most of its research
from Unibanco. Moreover, all of UC's managing directors are employees of
Unibanco and are members of Unibanco's investment committee. Apart from
UC, no affiliated person of Unibanco is engaged in the investment management
business. Unibanco requested assurance that IM would not recommend enforce-
480. Uniao de Bancos de Brasileiros S.A., SEC No-Action Letter, [1992-1993 Transfer Binder]
Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 76,425, at 77,327 (July 28, 1992).
481. Richard Ellis, Inc., SEC No-Action Letter, [1981-1982 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep.
(CCH) 77,064, at 77,673 (Aug. 18, 1981).
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ment action to the SEC if Unibanco did not register under the Advisers Act,
while UC requested no-action assurance that it could provide investment advisory
services to non-U.S. clients solely in accordance with Brazilian securities laws
(or other applicable foreign law) without also complying with the provisions of
the Advisers Act.
In its no-action response, IM agreed that it would not dispute that the substantive
provisions of the Advisers Act generally do not apply with respect to a foreign
U.S.-registered adviser's non-U.S. clients. Foreign U.S.-registered advisers,
however, must keep certain records and agree to provide the SEC with access
to foreign personnel with respect to all of their activities, since activities involving
non-U.S. clients may have a significant effect on U.S. clients or markets. In
addition, consistent with the conducts and effects approach to determining subject
matter jurisdiction, 482 IM also will allow non-U.S. advisers greater flexibility
than permitted under Richard Ellis in organizing U.S.-registered subsidiaries.
IM recognizes separateness if: the affiliated companies are separately organized,
for example, as two distinct entities; the registered entity is staffed with personnel,
whether physically located in the United States or abroad, who are capable of
providing investment advice; all persons involved in the U.S. advisory activities
are deemed "associated persons" of the registrant;4 83 and the SEC has adequate
access to trading and other records of each affiliate involved in the U.S. advisory
activities, and to its personnel to monitor and police conduct that may harm U.S.
clients or markets. IM also took a no-action position regarding UC's provision
of investment advisory services to its non-U.S. clients solely in accordance with
Brazilian securities laws, or other applicable law, without complying with the
provisions of the Advisers Act with respect to its non-U.S. advisory activities.
IM's no-action position was premised on certain representations made by Uni-
banco. Those representations included that Unibanco would designate a U.S.
agent for service; that the books and records of UC would be kept in English
separately from Unibanco's books and records, and all of UC's books and records
would be kept in accordance with the Advisers Act; that all Unibanco employees
involved in UC's U.S. advisory activities would be deemed to be "associated
persons" of UC; and that Unibanco would undertake to produce, for testimony
pursuant to an administrative subpoena or a request for voluntary cooperation,
all employees identified by the SEC, Unibanco, or UC as being involved in
advisory services or related securities transactions. Consistent with the reasoning
of Unibanco, IM has since stated that it would not recommend that the SEC take
any enforcement action under similar circumstances.
482. See Alfadda v. Fenn, 935 F.2d 475 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 1005 (1991).
483. For a definition of associated persons, see § 202(a)(17), 15 U.S.C. § 80b-2(a)(17) (1988),
of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
484. See The National Mutual Group SEC No-Action Letter, [1993 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec.
L. Rep. (CCH) 76,691, at 77,972 (Mar. 8, 1993) (subsidiaries of the National Mutual Life Associa-
tion of Australasia, an Australian insurance company that does not provide advisory services, may
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2. Trading During Distributions of Foreign Securities in the United States
Additional issues arise when foreign securities, with principal markets outside
the United States, are offered for sale in the United States in markets primarily
maintained by affiliates. In such situations, the principal market-making activities,
the activities of brokers and dealers who maintain liquidity in the security by
standing ready to enter into transactions in the security, occur outside the United
States. U.S. securities laws prohibit transactions by foreign distribution partici-
pants, including affiliates who otherwise would make a market in the security
being distributed, during a distribution by the issuer in the United States. Because
in many foreign countries the principal market-maker is an underwriter who will
not withdraw from the market, a strict application of the Trading Practices Rules,
explained below, would make it impossible to conduct legally simultaneous distri-
bution in the United States. The SEC has addressed this concern by developing
exemptive relief for these cases conditioned on, among other things, the mainte-
nance of records of transactions to ensure effective market surveillance.
a. Rules lOb-6, lOb-7, and lOb-8 (Trading Practices Rules)
Rule lOb-6 of the Exchange Act is an antimanipulation rule that, subject to
certain exceptions, prohibits persons engaged in a distribution of securities from
register under the Advisers Act without complying with certain provisions and rules of the Advisers
Act regarding their respective relationships with their non-U.S. clients); Mercury Asset Mgmt. plc.,
SEC No-Action Letter [1993 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 76,690 at 77,959 (Apr.
16, 1993) (with certain exceptions, Mercury Asset Management (MAM) needs to comply with the
provisions of the Advisers Act only regarding clients from the United States; sister companies of
MAM may, under certain conditions, provide investment advice to U.S. persons through MAM and
Warburg Investment Management International, a registered investment adviser and MAM's wholly
owned subsidiary, without registering under the Advisers Act); Kleinwort Benson Investment Mgmt.
Ltd., SEC No-Action Letter, [1993-1994 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 76,807, at
78,235 (Dec. 15, 1993) (Kleinwort Benson Investment Management Americas (KBIMA), a subsidiary
of a U.K. holding company and an investment adviser registered under the Advisers Act, could use
the services of certain affiliated companies to provide investment advice to U.S. clients, under certain
conditions, without the affidiates being required to register under the Advisers Act. Additionally,
KBIMA could receive research from some of its affiliates, which would not be required to consent
to U.S. jurisdiction or to provide the SEC access to their books, records, and personnel. The letter
seeking no action explained that the research provided by its affiliates was not prepared specifically
for KBIMA clients, and was only a small part of the mix of information used by KBIMA in reaching
its investment discussions and recommendations. Additionally, Chinese Walls prevented the affiliates
from gaining access to information regarding recommendations made to KBIMA's clients. These
restrictions were the basis for the no-action requesters' belief that the activities of the affiliates were
sufficiently separate from KBIMA to justify the affiliates' not making as extensive representations.)
The latter no-action positions were conditioned on representations similar to those in Unibanco, for
example, regarding the designation of an agent for service of process and the availability of books,
records, and employees for testimony; and Murray Johnstone Holdings Ltd. SEC No-Action Letter,
Oct. 7, 1994, available in LEXIS, FEDSEC Library, NOACT file, File No. 734 (with specified
exceptions, Murray Johnstone International (MJI), a subsidiary of a U.K. holding company and an
investment adviser registered under the Advisers Act, may comply with the Advisers Act only
regarding clients from the United States; certain entities within the holding company group of compa-
nies to which MJI belongs may, under certain conditions, provide investment advice to U.S. clients
through MJI without registering under the Advisers Act).
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bidding for, purchasing, or inducing others to purchase those securities until they
have completed their participation in the distribution. 4"5 The provisions of Rule
lOb-6 apply to issuers, underwriters, prospective underwriters, dealers, brokers,
and other persons who have agreed to participate or who are participating in the
distribution and "affiliated purchasers" of distribution participants. 486
Rule lOb-7 applies to "any person who, either alone or with one or more
other persons, directly or indirectly, stabilizes the price of a security to facilitate
an offering of any security." 487 Stabilization transactions are those involving "the
placing of any bid, or the effecting of any purchase, for the purpose of pegging,
fixing or stabilizing the price of any security." 488 Rule lOb-7(c) provides: "No
stabilizing bid or purchase shall be made except for the purpose of preventing
or retarding a decline in the open market price of a security." 48 9 Stabilization
does not contemplate transactions in excess of those required to prevent or retard
a decline in the market price, nor does it include those transactions that raise
the market price of a security, create a false or misleading appearance of active
trading in a security, or create a false or misleading appearance with respect to
the market for a security.
Rule lOb-8 applies to distributions of securities offered through rights. The
rule makes it unlawful for any person participating in the offering to sell the
underlying security in a rights offering, or to bid for or purchase the rights being
offered, in contravention of the provisions of the rule. The rule aims to prevent
fraud and manipulation in rights offerings by controlling the price of sales of
the underlying security, as well as the prices and conditions of purchases of
rights, by any person participating in such offerings.
b. Application of Cooling-Off Periods During Distribution
of Foreign Securities
Rule 1Ob-6 contains exceptions from the general restrictions on bids and pur-
chases by participants in a distribution. Three of the exceptions permit ordinary
market activities prior to the periods beginning two and nine business days before
the commencement of offers or sales in the distribution (cooling-off periods). 490
In the United States, securities with a share price of at least US$5.00 and a
public float of at least 400,000 shares qualify for the two-business-day cooling-off
period. Other securities are subject to a nine-business-day cooling-off period.
Under Rule lOb-6 a question arises as to whether a security that is issued by a
485. Such persons also are prohibited from purchasing any security of the same class or series
as the security in distribution or buying any right to purchase any such security (collectively, related
securities).
486. The term affiliated purchaser is defined in paragraph (c)(6) of Rule 1Ob-6.
487. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-7(a) (1994).
488. Id. § 240. lOb-7(b)(3) (1994).
489. Id. § 240.1Ob-7(c) (1994).
490. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-6(a)(v), (xi), (xii) (1994).
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foreign issuer and traded principally in a foreign market, but is distributed in
the United States, qualifies for the two- or nine-business-day cooling-off periods
specified in paragraphs (a)(4)(v), (a)(4)(xi), and (a)(4)(xii) of Rule lOb-6.
Pursuant to authority delegated by the SEC, the Division of Market Regulation
(MRg) has granted some underwriters and issuers and their affiliates limited
exemptions from the prohibitions of the Trading Practices Rules where the under-
writer or affiliate promises to maintain records of its transactions and make those
records and persons with knowledge of the transactions available to MRg staff
on request. Among other conditions, this representation ensures that in a situation
where MRg may not always have clear authority to use administrative subpoenas
or demand information, MRg can obtain the information necessary to determine
if U.S. law has been violated.49' In Letter regarding British Telecommunications
plc MRg had the ability to use the 1986 UK MOU to facilitate the production
of information. The ability to utilize the MOU mechanism in a regulatory context
highlights not only the importance of developing dynamic and comprehensive
agreements with foreign governments and regulatory bodies, but also the interrela-
tionship between enforcement and regulatory concerns in the international area.
In Letter Regarding Application of Cooling-Off Periods under Rule lOb-6 to
Distributions ofForeign Securities92 the SEC granted a class exemption from Rule
1Ob-6 to clarify the application of the rule's cooling-off periods to distributions of
foreign securities in the United States. Under the provisions of this letter any
distribution of a security of a foreign issuer may use a nine-business-day cooling-
off period, subject to notification, recordkeeping, and record production require-
ments. A two-business-day cooling-off period is available if, in addition to satis-
fying the requirements for use of the nine-day cooling-off period, the average
daily trading volume of the security during any twenty consecutive business day
period within sixty consecutive calendar days prior to the commencement of the
cooling-off period equals or exceeds the equivalent of US$250,000, and the
market in which such exempted transactions are effected requires, at a minimum,
contemporaneous trade reporting to a foreign securities authority.
c. Passive Market Making: The London Stock Exchange
On September 29, 1987, and October 14, 1988, the SEC granted exemptions
from Rules lOb-6 and 10b-7 to the LSE for certain market-making activities by
LSE member firms during distributions of LSE-listed securities subject to Rule
10b-6. The LSE sought the exemptions because of its concerns that Rule lOb-6
would impede the normal functioning of the LSE market when LSE member
491. Corporacion Bancaria de Espafia, S.A., SEC Exemptive Letter, Nov. 10, 1993, available
in LEXIS, FEDSEC Library, NOACT File, File No. 677; Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson, SEC
Exemptive Letter, May 27, 1993, available in LEXIS, FEDSEC Library, NOACT File, File No.
738; British Telecommunications plc, SEC No-Action Letter, [1993 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L.
Rep. (CCH) 76,708, at 78,052 (July 14, 1993).
492. Exchange Act Release No. 34-31943, Int'l Series Release No. IS-522 (Mar. 4, 1993).
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firms, or U.S. affiliates of LSE member firms, participate in a distribution in
the United States of a security in which the LSE member firms make a market.
In granting the LSE exemptions that permit passive market-making activities
otherwise prohibited by Rules lOb-6 and lOb-7,4 93 MRg imposed notification,
recordkeeping, and availability of information requirements, among others. The
LSE member firms would be required, before commencing any transactions
permitted by the exemptions, to undertake to make available individuals and
information in connection with a request made by the SEC pursuant to the 1986
UK MOU. The LSE also agrees to provide to Her Majesty's Treasury information
about permitted transactions in connection with SEC requests pursuant to the
UK MOU. On July 12, 1993, the SEC extended the exemption to certain securities
listed on the LSE's Stock Exchange Automated Quotation International system
(SEAQ).
d. Rights Offerings
In connection with two international rights offerings in the United Kingdom,
each involving a U.S. tranche, the SEC granted exemptions from the Trading
Practices Rules. These exemptions permitted the underwriters and their affiliated
purchasers to conduct transactions in order to respond to customer orders.494
They also permitted the underwriters and their affiliated purchasers to engage
in market-making activities, provided, however, that if in the last five days of
the rights offering the discount between the rights exercise price and the market
price of the shares dropped below 10 percent, the U.K. underwriters and their
affiliated purchasers would engage in "passive market making" until the rights
offering terminated.' 9
In a highly publicized international rights offering conducted as part of the
largest ever nonprivatization initial public offering of a U.K. company, and
involving a U.S. tranche, the SEC granted certain exemptive relief from the
Trading Practices Rules. The SEC's exemptions modified prior exemptions
granted in the same transaction to permit underwriters to bid for or purchase the
securities being distributed and certain related securities as principal through
SEAQ during the period from five business days prior to the expiration date of
the rights offering. This permission came with certain conditions, including that
493. Although market-making activities may prevent or retard the price decline of a security,
they are not necessarily so limited. For these reasons, market-making activities may not comply
with the requirements of Rule lOb-7, and are not excepted from the provisions of Rule lOb-6 by
virtue of paragraph (a)(4)(viii).
494. Such persons could engage in solicited brokerage and principal activities ordinarily prohibited
by Rule lOb-6, but could not build up an inventory of the security being distributed in anticipation
of future customer orders.
495. See Saatchi & Saatchi Co. plc, SEC Exemptive Letter, [1993 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec.
L. Rep. (CCH) 76,652, at 77,786 (May 19, 1993) (Saatchi & Saatchi Letter) and British Airways
plc, SEC Exemptive Letter, [1993 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 76,653, at 77,797
(May 19, 1993) (British Airways).
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no offers or sales were made in the United States; that all transactions covered
by the modified exemptions were made on the LSE; and that the underwriters
agreed to provide to the SEC and an American independent reviewer acceptable
to the SEC specific transaction and account information within a specified time
frame. The prior exemptions, which were expanded by the modification, granted
to the underwriters and their affiliated purchasers relief substantially similar to
that granted in Saatchi & Saatchi Letter and British Airways Letter. In modifying
these exemptions, the SEC staff specifically noted unusual circumstances, includ-
ing the underwriters' belief that the perceptions of other market participants were
affected significantly by a series of reports in the U.K. press that inaccurately
described the concept of passive market making and its potential consequences
for the market of the U.K. company's shares. In connection with this transaction,
the SEC also granted, subject to conditions, exemptions from Rules lOb-6 and
1Ob-7 to permit a distribution participant to engage in certain options and options
hedging transactions on the London International Financial Futures and Options
Exchange.496
e. Exemption for German Issuers
The SEC has granted class exemptions from the Trading Practices Rules to
facilitate distributions in the U.S. of securities of certain highly capitalized Ger-
man issuers.497 The exemptions permit distribution participants to effect transac-
tions in Germany in the security being distributed (qualified German security) and
related securities, subject to certain disclosure, recordkeeping, record production,
and notice requirements. Generally, the issuer must be a German company with
an outstanding component security of the Deutscher Aktienindex (DAX), or be
a subsidiary of such issuer. Additionally, the offered security must be a DAX
component security, a security immediately convertible into or exchangeable for
the DAX component security, or an equity security with an average daily trading
volume that equals or exceeds US$5 million in value. These issuers also must
have a market capitalization in excess of US$1 billion. The exemptions require
that certain disclosures be made in the offering materials regarding the activities
that may be undertaken by distribution participants during a distribution of quali-
fied German securities, and that proprietary transactions be effected or reported
through the facilities of the German stock or options exchanges. Also, all proprie-
tary and discretionary customer trades, and certain customer trades, must be
reported to an independent German entity. The information shall be made avail-
496. Zeneca Group plc, SEC Exemptive Letter, May 26, 1993, available in LEXIS, FEDSEC
Library, NOACT File, File No. 774; Zeneca Group plc, SEC Exemptive Letter, [1993 Transfer
Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep (CCH) 76,655, at 77,813 (June 14, 1993); Zeneca Group plc, SEC
Exemptive Letter, [1993 Transfer Binder] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 76,656, at 77,817 (June 15,
1993).
497. Exchange Act Release No. 33022 (Oct. 6, 1993).
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able to MRg upon request. All transactions in the United States must be effected
in compliance with the Trading Practices Rules.
Markets that account for 10 percent or more of the published worldwide trading
volume of the security being distributed (significant markets) must comply with
Rules 1Ob-6, 1Ob-7, and 1Ob-8, except as otherwise exempted by the SEC. How-
ever, markets that account for less than 10 percent of the published worldwide
trading volume of the security being distributed (secondary markets) were granted
unconditional relief from Rules lOb-6, lOb-7, and lOb-8 for transactions effected
in those markets. The general antifraud and antimanipulation provisions under
the federal securities laws continue to apply to these transactions.
f. Policy Statement
On November 3, 1993, the SEC published a Statement of Policy regarding
the application of the Trading Practices Rules in connection with distributions
of highly capitalized foreign securities.498 The Policy Statement announces the
SEC's policy of providing class exemptions from the Trading Practices Rules,
upon proper written request, to facilitate multinational distributions of actively
traded securities of highly capitalized foreign issuers in similar contexts and with
similar terms as those contained in Letter Regarding Distributions of Certain
German Securities of October 6, 1993. 49
In accordance with the Policy Statement the SEC granted class exemptions
from the Trading Practices Rules to facilitate distributions in the United States
of securities of certain highly capitalized French issuers,5°° U.K. issuers, and
issuers whose securities trade on SEAQ International.50 ' These exemptions are
similar to those granted to certain German issuers, as described above, and are
conditioned on disclosure, recordkeeping, record production, and notice require-
ments.
The SEC recently granted exemptions from the Trading Practices Rules in
a universal bank context where multiple affiliates engage in commercial and
investment banking activities. 52 In this situation, CS Holding, a Swiss holding
company, had direct and indirect subsidiaries including CS First Boston (CSFB)
(the U.S. holding company parent of an SEC-registered broker-dealer), a Swiss
498. Exchange Act Release No. 33137 (Nov. 3, 1993).
499. See supra note 497 and accompanying text.
500. Securities Act Release No. 7066, Int'l Series Release No. 671 (June 7, 1994).
501. Securities Act Release No. 7127, Int'l Series Release No. 772, 60 Fed. Reg. 4644 (Jan.
18, 1995). SEAQ International (the Stock Exchange Automated Quotation International system) is
the screen-based competitive market-making system used to support trading of certain equity securities
of companies incorporated in or that have their principal office in a country outside the United
Kingdom, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man, or the Republic of Ireland and that are listed or
quoted under the rules of an approved organization, or any other security that the London Stock
Exchange decides may be traded on the International Equity Market. Id.
502. Letter from Brandon Becker, Director of the Division of Market Regulation, to Edwin Heller,
Esq., regarding CS Holding, TP File No. 94-267, [current] Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) 77,018
(Mar. 31, 1995).
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universal bank, several non-U.S. banks, and an SEC-registered broker-dealer.
Because of these relationships, all other subsidiaries of CS Holding could have
been deemed to be affiliated purchasers and thus subject to the restrictions of
Rule lOb-6 regarding a U.S. distribution in which CSFB or its affiliates partici-
pated, even if subsidiaries were not acting as an underwriter or selling group
member. Many of CS Holding's subsidiaries conduct proprietary and trading
activities, and could be classified as brokers and dealers that, under Rule lOb-6,
would be deemed to be affiliated purchasers even if they were structurally indepen-
dent from CSFB. The SEC granted exemptions from the Trading Practices Rules
to certain CS Holding foreign subsidiaries (qualifying CS Holding foreign subsidi-
aries), regardless of where the transactions were effected, and subject to condi-
tions consistent with the Policy Statement. The SEC relied on the establishment,
maintenance, enforcement, and audit of information barriers to insulate the activi-
ties of entities not qualifying for the exemption from the securities and derivative
trading activities of the qualifying CS Holding foreign subsidiaries. Certain of
the information required to be provided to MRg, however, is subject to the strict
requirements of Swiss bank secrecy laws with respect to clients.
g. Exceptions for Rule 144A Placements5°3
On November 3, 1993, the SEC adopted exceptions to the Trading Practices
Rules to permit otherwise prohibited transactions during distributions of foreign
issuers' securities eligible for resale pursuant to Rule 144A of the Securities Act,
when such distributions in the United States are made exclusively to qualified
institutional buyers (QIBs).'°4 The exceptions permit market activities in all juris-
dictions, including the United States, without compliance with the Trading Prac-
tices Rules during such distributions. However, the general antifraud and antima-
nipulation provisions under federal securities laws continue to apply to excepted
transactions. These new exceptions should address concerns that foreign issuers
were excluding or restricting sales of their securities to QIBs to avoid application
of the Trading Practices Rules.
K. THE DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS AND
SURVEILLANCE SHARING AGREEMENTS
The internationalization of the securities markets has stimulated the develop-
ment of new securities products, based on underlying foreign securities, that
503. Exchange Act Release No. 33138 (Nov. 3, 1993) (Adopting Release); Exchange Act Release
No. 32266 (May 5, 1993) (Proposing Release).
504. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144A(d)(3) (1994). Generally, with the exception of registered broker-
dealers, an entity qualifying as a QIB must, in the aggregate, own and invest on a discretionary
basis at least $100 million in securities of issuers that are not affiliated with that entity. Broker-dealers
registered under the Exchange Act must own or invest on a discretionary basis at least $10 million
in securities of issuers that are not affiliated with that broker-dealer. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144A(a)(l)
(1994).
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can be traded on a cross-border basis. These new products include derivative
instruments based on the Japan, Major Market, Nikkei, TOPIX, and Eurotrack
200 indexes. These products facilitate the ability of investors in different countries
to purchase instruments based on foreign securities, even when the foreign securi-
ties market is not open for trading. Because the trading of such products generally
involves at least two markets subject to different regulatory schemes, however,
there are concerns that wrongdoing, particularly fraudulent manipulation, in one
market might negatively affect another market. To address the concerns about
possible manipulation of the market for the underlying foreign security, several
U.S. and foreign exchanges have entered into surveillance sharing agreements
(SSAs) with the SEC's encouragement. °5
The SEC generally objects to the sale of foreign index derivative products on
exchanges in the absence of an SSA because of the potential for market manipula-
tion. Where the risks of manipulation are minimal, particularly where an MOU
or other information-sharing arrangement exists between the SEC and the appro-
priate regulatory authority in the country whose exchange(s) would trade the
product, the SEC, while still encouraging the creation of an SSA, does not object
to the trading of new products.
1. AMEX-Tokyo Stock Exchange (TKE)
On September 27, 1990, the SEC approved a proposed rule change by the
American Stock Exchange (AMEX) to list for trading a new index option contract
based on the Japan Index, a broad-based index of Japanese stocks traded on the
TKE.506 The Japan Index is a price-weighted index developed by the AMEX that
comprises 210 Japanese stocks traded on the TKE. The AMEX proposed to trade
standardized European-style options on the Japan Index, with the trading of such
options governed by current AMEX rules applicable to the trading of index
options. To address surveillance concerns related to the trading of Japan Index
options, the TKE and the AMEX expanded their existing SSA to include Japan
Index options.
2. AMEX-European Options Exchange (EOE)
On August 21, 1987, the SEC approved a licensing agreement that permits
the EOE to trade options on the Major Market Index (XMI) that are fungible
with the XMI contracts traded on the AMEX. Clearance and settlement occur
through the Options Clearing Corporation. The EOE adopted a rule requiring a
waiver of Dutch secrecy laws to allow customer identification for surveillance
purposes. The trading link opened on August 24, 1987. 507
505. See supra note 449 and accompanying text.
506. Exchange Act Release No. 28479 (Sept. 27, 1990).
507. See Exchange Act Release Nos. 24831 (Aug. 21, 1987), 24462 (May 15, 1987), and 24404
(Apr. 29, 1987).
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3. Application by the Deutsche TerminbJrse (DTB) to Permit the Offer and
Sale to U.S. Persons of Futures Contracts Overlying the
Deutscher Aktienindex (DAX)
In a letter dated November 21, 1994, MRg responded to a request of the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) for its views on the DTB
application to permit the offer and sale to U.S. persons of futures contracts
overlying the DAX.5 °8 MRg stated in its letter that it would not object if the
CFTC staff took a no-action position concerning the offer and sale of futures
contracts to U.S. persons based on the DAX. The CFTC issued a no-action letter
on December 20, 1994.' 09
In concluding that DTB-traded DAX Index futures contracts are not readily
susceptible to manipulation, MRg noted the representative nature of the various
industry segments included in the DAX, the weighted value of the DAX's compo-
nent stocks, the substantial capitalization of the DAX, and the trading volume
of the component stocks. MRg also considered the DTB's ability to conduct
surveillance of the futures contracts through the Agreement Between the DTB
and the Frankfurter Wertpapierb6rse to Share Market Surveillance Information,
dated March 15, 1991. Finally, MRg noted that Germany had recently broadened
the scope of its antimanipulation law,51° and that U.S. and German authorities
had reached an understanding to facilitate cooperation for SEC investigations
into, among other things, cases of alleged manipulation.51' In a related action,
the SEC recently issued an order approving the proposed rule changes made by
the American Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board Options Exchange to list
and trade warrants on the DAX Index.51 2
4. Applications of the Osaka Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange
to the CFTC Regarding the Offer and Sale of Futures Contracts to U.S.
Persons Based on the Nikkei Index and TOPIX Index, Respectively
In a letter dated January 16, 1992, MRg responded to the CFTC's request for
MRg's views regarding applications by the Osaka Stock Exchange (OSE) and the
Tokyo Stock Exchange (TKE) to offer and sell to U.S. persons futures contracts
overlying the Nikkei Stock Index (Nikkei Index) and the Tokyo Stock Price Index
(TOPIX Index).513 After reviewing the pending applications, MRg concluded
508. See Letter to Elise B. Walter, General Counsel, Commodity Futures Trading Commission,
from Brandon Becker, Division of Marketing Regulation, SEC, dated Nov. 21, 1994.
509. CFTC Release Nos. 63-94 (Dec. 22, 1994) and 2-95 (Jan. 5, 1995).
510. See discussion concerning the passage of the Zweites Finanzmarktf6rderungsgesetz, infra
note 538 and accompanying text.
511. See discussion, supra note 284, concerning the exchange of diplomatic notes between the
United States and Germany.
512. See Exchange Act Release No. 36070, Int'l Series Release No. 827 (Aug. 9, 1995).
513. See Letter to Joanne T. Medero, General Counsel, Commodity Futures Trading Commission,
from William H. Heyman, Director, Division of Market Regulation, SEC, dated Jan. 16, 1992.
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that neither the OSE-traded Nikkei Index futures contract nor the TKE-traded
TOPIX Index futures contract is readily susceptible to manipulation. Thus, MRg
stated in its letter that it would not object if the staff of the CFTC took a no-action
position concerning the offer and sale of futures contracts on the Nikkei Index
and the TOPIX Index to U.S. persons.
The SEC staff typically considers several factors in evaluating whether a future
on an index is readily susceptible to manipulation or to causing, or being used
in, the manipulation of the price of an underlying security, an option on such
security, or an option on a group or index including such securities. These factors
include: (1) the number of securities comprising the index or group; (2) the
capitalization of those securities; (3) the depth and liquidity of the secondary
market for those securities; (4) the diversification of the group or index; (5) the
manner in which the index or group is weighted; and (6) the ability to conduct
surveillance of the futures contract and the underlying securities. MRg noted that,
based on evaluation of the first five factors, the SEC previously had concluded
that futures contracts on the Nikkei Index and TOPIX Index were not readily
susceptible to manipulation.1 4 As to the ability of the TKE and the OSE to conduct
surveillance over trading of their respective futures contracts and the securities
underlying the contracts, MRg noted that both the futures contracts and underlying
component stocks are traded on the TKE. Thus, no obstacle exists to the exchange
of relevant information between the cash and the derivative markets. The OSE
proposal to trade futures on the Nikkei Index raised a surveillance issue because
there is no formal SSA between the OSE and the TKE, the market where the
stocks underlying the Nikkei Index are traded.
The SEC staff stated that SSAs between the relevant foreign and domestic
exchanges are important where a foreign stock index product will be traded in
the United States. Such agreements are an important measure for surveillance
of the derivative and underlying securities markets. Most importantly, they ensure
the availability of information necessary to detect and deter potential manipula-
tions and other trading abuses. In most cases, in the absence of such an SSA,
the SEC staff asserts that it is not possible to conclude that a derivative product,
such as the futures contract under review (or options thereon), is not readily
susceptible to manipulation.
In this case, however, MRg concluded that several other factors outweighed
the absence of a specific SSA between the TKE and the OSE. First, MRg noted
that both the TKE and the OSE are under the regulatory oversight of Japan's
Ministry of Finance (MOF), which has responsibility for the country's securities
514. See Letter from Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary, SEC, to Dr. Paula Tosini, Director, Division
of Economic Analysis, CFTC, dated Apr. 18, 1988, at 5-9; Letter from Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary,
SEC, to Dr. Paula Tosini, Director, Division of Economic Analysis, CFTC, dated Sept. 1, 1988,
at 5-9.
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and futures markets. MRg stated its belief that the MOF could conduct a full
investigation of any unusual trading that might occur.
Second, the SEC and the MOF are signatories to an MOU that provides a
framework for mutual assistance in investigatory and regulatory matters.515 Based
on the longstanding relationship between the SEC and the MOF and the existence
of the MOU, MRg declared that it was confident it could acquire through the
MOF information similar to that available pursuant to an SSA between exchanges
relating to transactions in OSE-traded Nikkei Index futures and related TKE
transactions involving U.S. customers. This information could include transac-
tion, clearing, and customer information necessary to conduct an investigation.516
Third, MRg noted that the SEC has a longstanding working relationship with
the MOF developed over several years through the SEC's and the MOF's active
involvement in the International Organization of Securities Commissions, bilat-
eral meetings between the SEC and the MOF, and trilateral meetings between
the SEC, the MOF, and the Department of Trade and Industry and the Securities
and Investments Board of the United Kingdom. This relationship provides a
framework for ongoing discussions in the event any particular market activity
raises concerns regarding potential market manipulation. Moreover, at least since
the introduction of stock index futures based on Japanese equities, both the TKE
and MOF repeatedly have acted to address any market disruption concerns that
might be raised.
Fourth, while the size of a market does not necessarily determine whether a
particular futures contract based on that market is readily susceptible to manipula-
tion, the sheer size of the market for the securities underlying the Nikkei Index
and the market for OSE-traded Nikkei Index futures makes it less likely that the
Nikkei Index is readily susceptible to manipulation.
5. SEC Order Approving Proposed Rule Changes Relating to the Listing of
Index Warrants and Index Options Based on the
FTSE Eurotrack 200 Index51
The SEC has issued an order approving proposed rule changes by the AMEX,
the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), and the NYSE (collectively re-
515. See 47 SEC Docket, supra note 353, at 373.
516. Nonetheless, MRg expressed its strong belief that an SSA between the OSE and the TKE
would be an important measure to deter and detect potential manipulations or other improper or
illegal trading involving OSE-traded Nikkei Index futures. Accordingly, MRg stated that the OSE
and the TKE must continue to work together to consummate a formal SSA as soon as practicable.
See also SEC Order Approving Proposed Rule Changes by the Midwest Stock Exchange, Inc., New
York Stock Exchange, Inc., Philadelphia Stock Exchange, Inc., and Pacific Stock Exchange, Inc.
Relating to the Listing of Index Warrants Based on the Nikkei Index and Order Approving Proposed
Rule Change by the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, Inc. Relating to the Listing of Index Warrants
Based on the TOPIX index, Exchange Act Release No. 30256, Int'l Series Release No. 360 (Jan.
16, 1992).
517. Exchange Act Release No. 30462, Int'l Series Release No. 370 (Mar. 11, 1992).
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ferred to as the Exchanges), pursuant to section 19(b) of the Exchange Act and
Rule 19b-4 thereunder, to list warrants based on the Financial Times-Stock Ex-
change (FT-SE) Eurotrack 200 Index. Additionally, the CBOE submitted a pro-
posed rule change, also approved by this order, to list options based on the
Eurotrack 200 Index. The SEC concluded that an SSA with all twelve countries
where the Eurotrack 200 Index component securities are traded is not necessary
because the Index is not susceptible to manipulation." 8 The SEC also stated that
the trading of options and warrants on the Eurotrack 200 Index serves to protect
investors, promote the public interest, and help remove impediments to a free
and open securities market by providing investors with a means to hedge exposure
to market risk associated with European stock investments.
In weighing the merits of the proposed rule changes, the SEC was particularly
concerned with the potential for market manipulation; therefore, it evaluated the
index design and structure, the degree of customer protection, and the SEC's
traditional requirement of an effective market SSA. While the Exchanges did
not have effective SSAs covering all the countries comprising the Eurotrack 200
Index, the SEC noted that no single uncovered country's securities accounted
for 20 percent or more of the Index's weighting, and no two uncovered countries'
securities accounted for 30 percent or more of the Index's weighting. The SEC
also considered that the Eurotrack 200 Index component securities were spread
over twelve countries, were diversified by industry sector, and were adjusted in
accordance with specific, complex rules designed to maintain specific weightings
and relationships. The susceptibility of the Index to manipulation was reduced
further by the Eurotrack 200 Index settlement value calculation method, which
uses an average of prices over a twenty-minute period. Moreover, the Index
design and structure minimized the potential for manipulation given the large
capitalization ($907 billion), the wide range of industry sectors represented by
the underlying stocks (the Index comprises 200 stocks, with no particular stock
or group of stocks dominating the Index), and the active trading of the component
stocks of the index.
The SEC also noted that a regulatory system designed to protect public custom-
ers must be in place before the trading of sophisticated financial instruments,
such as Eurotrack 200 Index options and warrants, can commence on a national
securities exchange. The SEC found that the United States has adequate safeguards
because the Eurotrack 200 Index options will be subject to the same regulatory
regime as the other standardized options currently traded on the CBOE.
518. Nonetheless, the SEC's release contains a detailed description of the need for an effective
SSA between the exchange listing or trading a derivative product and the exchange trading the stocks
underlying the derivative contract. Specifically, the SSA should enable officials to survey trading
in the derivative product and underlying stocks. In the context of derivative products based on single
country indices, the SEC consistently has required the U.S. exchange that proposes to trade such a
derivative product to establish an effective SSA with the primary foreign stock market where the
underlying securities are traded.
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II. New Approaches to Securities Regulation
Outside of the United States
Increasingly, countries throughout the world have begun to focus on issues
concerning the regulation of securities in the internationalized marketplace. More
than ever before, foreign legislators, courts, and administrative agencies are
implementing and enforcing rules regarding securities. Greater emphasis also
is being placed on cooperation in securities regulation. Some of these recent
developments are noted below.
A. CHANGES IN REGULATORY STRUCTURES IN OTHER COUNTRIES
1. The Netherlands
On February 1, 1989, the Securities Board of The Netherlands, Stichting Toe-
zicht Effectenverkeer (STE), began operation. The STE supervises the Amster-
dam Stock Exchange, the European Options Exchange, the financial futures mar-
ket (Financiele Termijmarkt Amsterdam), and off-exchange trading. It also
supervises the members of these organizations and their clearing organizations.
The Minister of Finance delegates authority to the STE, which consists of a
chairman and four board members. A new securities regulation bill, the Act on
the Supervision of Securities Trade, became effective on June 15, 1992 (the Act).
The modification of The Netherlands' regulatory structure included, among other
things, the transfer of provisions against insider trading from the Penal Code to
the Act.519 The Act defines inside information as
knowledge of specific information . . . to which the securities in question relate or
concerning the trade in these securities: a) of which the person familiar with this specific
information, knows or may reasonably assume that this information is not public and
cannot be disclosed beyond a circle bound by confidentiality without violation of this
confidentiality; and b) of which disclosure may reasonably be expected to have an
influence on the price of the securities concerned. 520
2. Japan
The Japanese Diet passed the Bill for Amendments of the Securities and Ex-
change Law to Ensure Fairness of Securities Transactions (Securities Transactions
Bill) and the Bill Concerning Amendments in Related Laws to Reform the Finan-
cial System and the Securities Transactions System (Financial Systems Bill) on
May 29, 1992, and June 19, 1992, respectively. These laws were passed in
response to allegations that recent scandals in Japanese markets had occurred
because of the lack of effective supervision of brokers by the Ministry of Finance.
The primary feature of the Securities Transactions Bill was the establishment
of a Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission (SESC). The SESC was
519. Act of 7 March 1991 on the Supervision of Securities Trade (Bulletin of Acts, Orders, and
Decrees 1991, at 141) (entered into force on June 15, 1992), chapter VIA.
520. Id. § 31a(3).
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established in the summer of 1992, shortly after passage of the Securities Transac-
tions Bill. Although the SESC is independent, the Ministry of Finance oversees
it. Moreover, the Minister of Finance appoints the SESC's chairman and two
commissioners, subject to confirmation by both Houses of the Diet. The law
empowers the SESC to conduct investigations of "unlawful conduct" that "un-
dermines" the fairness of the securities markets and compel compliance with its
investigations. The SESC also has the power to inspect the records of registered
broker-dealers and make recommendations and proposals to the Minister of Fi-
nance based on the results of its investigations and inspections. The SESC is
not, however, authorized to bring its own enforcement actions. The Securities
Transactions Bill also expands and reinforces the functions and power of self-
regulatory organizations, legalizes administrative guidance circulars, raises the
maximum fine for violation of the Securities and Exchange Law from V 3 million
to ¥300 million, and prohibits, among other things, insider trading and price
manipulation on the over-the-counter market.
The Financial Systems Bill expands the definition of securities in the Securities
and Exchange Law to include such instruments as commercial paper, credit card
asset-backed securities (CARDs), certificates of deposit issued overseas, benefi-
ciary rights to housing mortgage-backed trusts, and other transferable instru-
ments. The Financial Systems Bill also clarifies the definition of public offering.
The definition excludes offers of newly issued securities made to fewer than
fifty persons, or offered only to qualified institutional investors (QIls) when the
securities are unlikely to be acquired through resale by non-QIls. The Financial
Systems Bill authorizes banks and other financial institutions to conduct a securi-
ties business; conversely, it authorizes securities companies, with the approval
of the Finance Ministry, to have subsidiaries that handle banking and trust busi-
nesses. This authorization includes, with the approval of the Finance Ministry,
the selling of securities through private placement. In addition, the Financial
Systems Bill expands continuous disclosure requirements for issuers whose secu-
rities are held by a certain number of persons.
3. Italy
On May 17, 1991, the Italian Chamber of Deputies and Senate adopted a
law that prohibits all persons "in possession of inside information obtained
by virtue of an interest in a company's capital or of his public or other duties,
profession or office . . . from making purchases or sales or engaging in other
transactions involving securities, including the related pre-emptive rights;
directly or through a nominee." 5 2' The law also prohibits such persons "from
disclosing [such inside information] . . . to third parties without justified rea-
son and from advising third parties, on the basis of. . . information., 522 The
521. Law of May 17, 1991, No. 157, art. 2, 1.
522. Id. art. 2, 2.
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law creates an absolute prohibition on the purchase and sale of a company's
securities by de jure and de facto controlling shareholders, directors, manag-
ers, liquidators, and auditors "after a meeting is called of the board of directors
or equivalent organ to resolve on operations that would be likely to have a
significant effect on the price of the securities and before the resolution has
been made public." 5 23 The prohibitions of article 2 extend "to all those who
directly or indirectly have knowingly obtained inside information." 5 24 Minis-
ters and undersecretaries of state are also subject to certain prohibitions in
connection with the enactment of laws that may have a significant effect on
the price of certain securities.525 Violations of the law may be punished by
imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year and a fine of between L 10
million and L 300 million. Penalties can be tripled if "in view of the particular
seriousness of the offense, the maximum appears inadequate."
526
4. Switzerland
a. Securities Exchanges and Securities Dealing Act
On March 24, 1995, the Swiss Parliament gave final approval to the Securities
Exchanges and Securities Dealing Act (New Law).527 Prior to the New Law,
Switzerland had no comprehensive federal legislation controlling the sale and
exchange of securities. Consequently, no central governmental agency regulated
securities markets. Instead the Federal Banking Commission was the primary
enforcer of laws affecting the securities markets. The Swiss National Bank, which
is responsible for regulating the money market and counseling the relevant authori-
ties regarding currency questions, has authority to obtain copies of and to examine
the financial statements of all Swiss banks and to require notification of specific
transactions in foreign securities. In addition, in each of the three cantons where
a stock exchange exists (Zurich, Basle, and Geneva), cantonal laws provide for
some type of supervision of the local exchange. 528 Two important self-regulatory
organizations also relate to the securities markets: the Swiss Bankers' Association
(Schweizerische Bankiervereinigung), made up of virtually all Swiss banks; and
523. Id. art. 2, 3.
524. Id. art. 2, 4.
525. Id. art. 2, 7.
526. Id. art. 2, 5.
527. The analysis in this section is based substantially on the unofficial English language translation
of the February 1993 preliminary draft of the New Law prepared for the Association of Swiss
Exchanges with the assistance of Jeffrey Knight as advisor to the Commission for Regulation. The
authors understand that the New Law is substantially identical to the preliminary draft. The authors
also rely on sections of the French text of the New Law that differ from the 1993 draft, and gratefully
acknowledge the assistance of Riccardo Samsonetti, Deputy Head of the Financial Markets Section
of the Swiss Ministry of Finance, in explaining the new law.
528. A new single stock exchange is planned to replace the four separate stock exchanges (Zurich,
Basle, and Geneva, and the separate Swiss Options and Financial Futures Exchange (SOFFEX)) in
1995 or 1996.
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the Swiss Exchange (Schweizer Borse), which includes all four Swiss stock ex-
changes.529
As stated in article 1, the purpose of the New Law is to "protect investors
and assure the functioning of securities markets." The New Law consists of
chapters governing exchanges, dealers in negotiable securities, disclosure of
shareholdings in quoted companies, takeover offers, supervisory authority, inter-
national relations, and penalties. The New Law provides that the Swiss Federal
Banking Commission (SFBC) shall function as the "supervisory authority." It
was decided that a separate "commission on exchanges" should not be created,
apparently because Switzerland has a universal banking system.
The New Law sets forth a framework for the operation of exchanges; establishes
a legal structure for the creation and regulation of dealers; establishes require-
ments for disclosure of stock ownership in companies domiciled in Switzerland
by individuals who, through a stock transaction, reach, exceed, or fall below
certain thresholds between 5 percent and 662/3 percent of voting rights; regulates
takeover offers for shares, as well as participation certificates and other similar
securities, of Swiss companies that are traded on an exchange; and apparently
replaces the Swiss Takeover Code.
The New Law also provides that the SFBC may make available, pursuant to
a formal procedure,53 ° to a foreign supervisory authority nonpublic information
and documents, provided that the authority: (a) uses the information and docu-
ments conveyed to it only for the purpose of direct supervision of exchanges and
securities dealers; (b) is bound by "professional secrecy"; and (c) passes to third
parties the information and documents conveyed to them only with prior approval
of the SFBC or on the basis of a general authorization included in an international
treaty on cooperation with the foreign authority.
Article 38(2)(c) provides that the foreign authority to which the SFBC has
provided information and documents "may pass the information and documents
to criminal authorities if assistance in criminal matters otherwise would be permit-
ted." The SFBC, in agreement with the FOPM, makes the decision whether
assistance in criminal matters would be permitted.
The authors believe that the New Law will create a framework for meaningful
cooperation between the SFBC and the SEC. The authors also think that SEC
investigations could be substantially assisted by the apparent ability of the SEC
under the New Law to make criminal referrals to the U.S. Department of Justice.
529. For additional information concerning the Swiss securities markets and related issues, see
Meier-Schatz & Larsen, Swiss Securities Regulation and Capital Market Law: A Comprehensive
Overview, 28 DEN. J. INT'L L. & POL'Y 417 (1990).
530. Securities Exchanges and Securities Dealing Act art. 38(3) (Swiss Federal Law Regarding
Administrative Proceedings will apply if information to be transmitted relates to clients).
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b. Judicial Expansion of Swiss Insider Trading Law to Provide
Assistance to a Foreign Authority
The Swiss Federal Court, in FOPM v. [Anonymous],531 held that article 161,
items (1-4) of the Swiss Federal Insider Trading Law (Strafgesetzbuch) was
violated when tippees traded on nonpublic information concerning an apparent
attempt to obtain control of a company, even though the tippees had not otherwise
breached a fiduciary duty or confidential relationship, or in any way misappropri-
ated the nonpublic information. This case arose from a request for assistance to
Swiss authorities from French authorities. The request stemmed from the apparent
attempt, in May 1988, of the Group Marceau to obtain control of certain French
companies, including the Socidt6 Generale Bank. The Group Marceau approached
several individuals and companies to seek their participation in the takeover effort.
Certain individuals and companies that had been approached by Group Marceau
and that had declined to participate in the takeover effort proceeded to buy shares
in Socidtd Generale for their own account. In addition, these individuals and
companies told other traders about the takeover attempt. The judge in charge of
the French investigation made a request for assistance to Swiss authorities to
determine the identity of the individuals behind the corporate entities that traded
through Swiss intermediaries. The issue before the Swiss Federal Court was
whether assistance could be granted, that is, whether the activity in question
violated the Swiss law against insider trading.
Article 161 defines insider (confidential) information as pertaining to a "new
issuance of securities," a "restructuring" or "a similar set of facts of comparable
importance." In what appears to be a broad expansion of the Swiss law, the
court held that the mere plan of the Group Marceau to obtain a controlling interest
in Soci6td Generale was analogous to a restructuring; therefore, the court granted
assistance to the French authorities.
5. Sweden
On February 1, 1991, a new, more sweeping law governing insider trading
became effective in Sweden. The Swedish legislature transferred the regulation
of insider trading from the Swedish Securities Market Act532 to the Insiderlag. 33
The work of the European Commission concerning insider trading and the Council
Directive of November 13, 1989, 534 influenced the drafting of the new law. The
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority, the entity resulting from the July 1,
1991, merger of the Bank Inspection Board and the Insurance Supervisory Ser-
vice, is responsible for the enforcement of the Insiderlag.
531. Unpublished, Swiss Federal Court, 1A 68/1992 (Oct. 13, 1992).
532. Lagen (1985:571) om Vdrdepappersmarknaden.
533. Lagen (1990:1342).
534. Council Directive 89/592 of Nov. 13, 1989, Coordinating Regulations on Insider Trading,
32 O.J. (L 334) 30.
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Under the provisions of the Insiderlag, insider trading occurs whenever an
insider buys or sells securities or advises any person to do so, whether in Sweden
or offshore, on the basis of nonpublic information that, if made public, would
considerably influence the price of a security. The term insider is broadly defined
to include any person who receives inside information as an agent or employee
of a company, or who is commissioned or otherwise appointed by a company
or public body. The Insiderlag also prohibits trading on inside information by
tippees. Securities covered by the Insiderlag are broadly defined to include stock
shares, certificates of corporate participation, bonds, notes, options, convertible
debentures, and warrants. The Insiderlag provides a series of penalties for viola-
tion of its provisions. Penalties range from fines to a maximum of four years'
imprisonment. For gross negligence, the Insiderlag provides a maximum penalty
of one year's imprisonment.
6. Germany
In July 1994 the German Parliament adopted the Second Financial Markets
Promotion Law (Zweites Finanzmarktforderungsgesetz),535 which created an en-
tirely new law, the Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz) 536 and intro-
duced amendments to the Exchange Act (Bdrsengesetz)53 7 designed to enhance
the attractiveness of Germany as a financial center. In particular the Second
Financial Markets Promotion Law seeks to enhance the integrity of the German
securities markets through increased transparency and the establishment of a
more active federal role in the enforcement of German securities laws.53
The Securities Trading Act consists of five principal parts: (1) the creation of
the Federal Supervisory Office for Securities Trading (Bundesaufsichtsamt fAr
den Wertpapierhandel) (BAWe); (2) legislation prohibiting insider trading;
(3) requirements that important corporate events and changes in participations
in exchange-listed corporations be publicly disclosed; (4) rules of conduct for
banks and securities firms; and (5) provisions on criminal sanctions, for example,
fines and imprisonment of up to five years for insider trading, and administrative
fines. 53 9 The insider trading legislation, including the criminal sanctions, became
effective on August 1, 1994, and the remainder of the Act on January 1, 1995. 540
535. BGBI.IS.1749 (July 26, 1994).
536. See art. 1 of the Second Financial Markets Promotion Law.
537. Version of May 27, 1908 (RGBI.S.215), last amended by the law of July 26, 1994
(BGBI.IS. 1749).
538. In January 1992 the German Federal Ministry of Finance issued a paper entitled "Towards
a German Financial Centre," which set forth the German Government's framework for promoting
the internationalization of the German financial markets. This framework, inspired in part by various
European Community directives that required implementation in Germany, led to the adoption of
the Second Financial Markets Promotion Law.
539. Christof von Dryander, The German Securities Trading Act: Insider Trading and Other
Secondary Market Regulation, 9 INSIGHTs 26 (1995).
540. Id.
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The mission of the BAWe is to ensure the proper functioning of the financial
markets, and includes protecting investors, improving transparency of both trad-
ing and major shareholdings, and ensuring fair markets. To this end, the BAWe
has the power to create regulations, oversee securities trading, monitor disclosure
obligations and compliance with the rules of conduct, and to investigate violations
of the laws it regulates, including the prohibition on insider trading. In cases of
suspected insider trading, the BAWe can require market participants to furnish
information and documents such as customer identifying information. If, based
on information obtained through its investigation, the BAWe determines that the
prohibition against insider trading may have been violated, it may refer the matter
to the appropriate public prosecutor for further investigation and prosecution.
The BAWe is not authorized either to file court actions for violations of the
insider trading laws or to require the production of information and documents
from market participants as part of an investigation into possible securities fraud,
other than in cases of suspected insider trading.
The Securities Trading Act also makes significant amendments to section 88
of the Exchange Act. Section 88 of the Exchange Act, which prohibits market
manipulation, was broadened on January 1, 1995, to cover derivatives, and pro-
vides criminal penalties for manipulation of these securities. The amendment of
section 88 was a significant consideration by the SEC staff in its decision not to
object if the staff of the CFTC took a no-action position concerning the offer and
sale of futures contracts based on the Deutscher Aktienindex to U.S. persons.
541
Finally, article 7 (Cooperation with Appropriate Authorities Abroad) and arti-
cle 19 (International Cooperation) of the Securities Trading Act concern the
ability of the BAWe to share information with, and compel the production of
evidence on behalf of, foreign regulatory authorities. Article 7 states, in general
terms, that the BAWe may share information with foreign securities authorities.
Article 19 states that the BAWe may use its authority to compel the production
of information and documents, as articulated in article 16, to obtain information
only for insider trading cases conducted by foreign securities authorities. The
authors view the enactment of the Second Financial Markets Promotion Law as
a very positive development, not only because of the BAWe's authority to assist
the SEC in obtaining evidence for SEC insider trading investigations, but also
because it represents an important component of a global effort to create transpar-
ent and efficient securities markets with integrity.
7. United Kingdom
In June 1992 the functions and staff of the Financial Services Division of the DTI
were transferred to Her Majesty's Treasury. The transferred functions include
(1) responsibility for the regulatory system under the FSA, European Union
541. See discussion supra note 508 and accompanying text.
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directives in the financial services sector, arrangements with overseas regulators
for exchanging information, encouraging international liberalization in financial
services through GATT and the OECD, and litigation to recover the cost of the
government's ex gratia payments scheme to Barlow Clowes investors; and
(2) oversight over the SIB, the Company Securities (Insider Dealing) Act of
1985, and Part VII (financial markets and insolvency) and Part IX (TAURUS)
of the Companies Act of 1989.
The Criminal Justice Act 1993 introduced new insider trading legislation in
England that repealed the Companies Securities (Insider Dealing) Act 1985 in
relation to all offenses committed after the effective date of the new law.5 4 Among
other things, in an effort to promote investor confidence and maintain market
integrity, the new law expands the definition of securities, extends the jurisdic-
tional reach of the law, and broadens the definition of insider trading.543
8. The European Union (EU)
On June 19, 1989, the EU finance ministers voted unanimously to introduce
rules prohibiting insider trading in EU Member States by June 1, 1992. On
November 13, 1989, the EU Council approved an insider trading directive (Direc-
tive).'" The Directive requires all EU Member States to adopt legislation that
at least meets the standards set forth in the directive, but that may contain, at
the discretion of a Member State, more comprehensive or stringent regulation
of insider trading. The directive expressly provides that the competent authorities
in EU Member States shall cooperate with one another in exchanging information
for the purpose of enforcing their insider trading laws. Of particular interest to
the United States is an additional provision allowing the EU to conclude
agreements with non-EU countries regarding the enforcement of insider trading
laws.
9. Austria
On July 7, 1993, in response to the EU directive, the Austrian Stock Exchange
Law was amended, effective October 1, 1993, to make insider trading a crime.545
The law requires the stock exchange to install technical equipment to ensure proper
surveillance of the Exchange's activities that affect orderly price formation. The
president of the Stock Exchange is required to investigate cases of suspected
insider trading and to take "necessary measures." The amendment also provides
for improved international cooperation by facilitating the exchange of information
by stock exchange supervisory authorities.
542. Criminal Justice Act 1993, ch. 36, part V, secs. 52-64 (eff. Mar. 1, 1994).
543. For an analysis of the new law, see CLIFFORD CHANCE, EC FINANCIAL SERVICES 21 (Nov.
1993).
544. See supra note 534.
545. See art. 48a (Abuse of Inside Information) of the Stock Exchange Act (BGBI.555/89) as
amended in Oct. 1993 (BGBI.529/93).
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B. NEW POWER TO COOPERATE WITH FOREIGN SECURITIES REGULATORS
In the last several years, many countries have enacted new legislation that
empowers or enhances the ability of their securities authorities to provide assis-
tance to foreign regulators. France and the United Kingdom were two of the first
countries to do so. More recent examples include Hong Kong, Japan, and Finland.
1. France
On August 2, 1989, France enacted a new law to strengthen the Commission
des Operations de Bourse (COB) to allow the COB to provide assistance to foreign
securities regulators and to tighten takeover regulation.146 The bill applies the
same approach as that proposed by the SEC in the Insider Trading and Securities
Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988 by providing the COB with the authority to
conduct investigations on behalf of a foreign securities regulator.
2. United Kingdom
On December 22, 1988, the United Kingdom Government proposed legislation
to provide U.K. authorities with powers, similar to those contained in ITSFEA, to
assist foreign securities authorities in conducting investigations. 54 This legislation
was enacted on November 16, 1989, and was brought into force by the DTI.548
The legislation modifies the U.K. Companies Act to allow the U.K. Secretary
of State for Trade and Industry to assist "an overseas regulatory authority which
has requested his assistance in connection with inquiries being carried out by it
or on its behalf."-49 The legislation defines an overseas regulatory authority as
"an authority in a country or territory outside the United Kingdom which exercises
any function corresponding to" functions of certain authorities or organizations
established by the Financial Services Act of 1986 and the Companies Acts, among
others, or that investigates a matter relating to insider trading.5 This legislation
should provide a significant tool for assisting foreign investigations in the United
Kingdom and, the authors hope, will further promote the negotiation of compre-
hensive MOUs such as those the SEC has signed with numerous securities authori-
ties.
3. Hong Kong
The securities laws of Hong Kong were recently amended to authorize the
Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (SFC), effective January 20,
1995, to conduct investigations and compel information and the production of
546. See art. 5bis of Ordinance No. 67-833 of Sept. 28, 1967, as amended by law No. 89-531
of Aug. 2, 1989 (Official Register of Aug. 4, 1989).
547. WALL ST. J., Dec. 23, 1988, at CIO.
548. Companies Act, 1989.
549. Id. ch. 40, pt. III, sec. 82(1).
550. Id. sec. 82(2).
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documents on behalf of overseas regulators. 55 ' The new provisions enable the
SFC to exercise its investigatory powers to assist overseas regulatory bodies if
certain conditions are satisfied.552
The securities laws of Hong Kong previously were amended, effective June 28,
1991, to enable the SFC to disclose information to foreign regulatory authorities
when certain criteria are met. 5 3 This change is significant because before its enact-
ment, the SFC did not have the ability to share its nonpublic files with the SEC.
The authors believe the enactment of that law represented a significant first step
towards enactment of the 1995 law that enables the SFC to use its statutory powers
on behalf of overseas regulators. The 1991 law does not prohibit the SEC's typical
uses of information, including referrals to the Department of Justice and state prose-
cutors for use in criminal matters or SEC disclosure of information pursuant to an
appropriate demand by Congress, under the FOIA, or pursuant to subpoena (rou-
tine uses). On June 30, 1992, the SEC chairman signed a unilateral Understanding
in which the SEC outlined the routine uses it would make of information provided
to it under the new law.
4. Japan
In June 1990 the Japanese Diet adopted far-reaching amendments to Japanese
securities law. 555 Those amendments follow the approach used in the United States
in the Exchange Act and empower the Minister of Finance to use compulsory
powers to provide assistance to foreign securities regulators such as the SEC.
Assistance is contingent, however, upon a guarantee from the requesting authority
that it would provide reciprocal assistance to the Ministry of Finance in response
to a similar request. Moreover, assistance also appears to be contingent upon
receipt of assurances that any reports or materials produced by the Ministry of
Finance would not be used for an investigation of a criminal case.
5. Finland
On June 11, 1993, the Finnish Parliament passed a new Financial Supervision
Law,556 which went into effect on October 1, 1993. Under article 19 of the new
law, the Financial Supervision of Finland (FSF) has the authority "to provide
information to another authority regulating the financial markets or to a body
which. . . discharges the duties corresponding to those of the Financial Supervi-
551. SFC (Amendment) Ordinance, No. 7 of 1995 and the Leveraged Foreign Exchange Trading
(Amendment) Ordinance, No. 8 of 1995.
552. See section 59A of the SFC Ordinance (Annexure 1), and section 63A of the Leveraged
Foreign Exchange Trading Ordinance (Annexure 2).
553. SFC (Amendment) Ordinance, No. 67 of 1991.
554. In the August 7, 1992, issue of the Hong Kong Government Gazette, the SEC's name was
published for purposes of section 59(2A) of the SFC Ordinance (Gazette No. 31/1992; G.N. 2771).
555. See in particular, art. 184-2 of the Japan Securities and Exchange Law.
556. (No. 503) (the Rahoitustarkastuslaki).
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sion. " The authors hope that the new law will facilitate information sharing
between the SEC and the FSF. The Finnish Parliament also recently passed new
laws regulating brokers, unit trusts, and options and futures.
C. TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND REGULATION OF SECURITIES MARKETS
The globalization of trade in goods and services, especially in financial services,
has focused attention on the relationship between securities regulation and trade
policy. Increasingly, the differences among the various domestic regulatory sys-
tems and policies are scrutinized in the context of trade liberalization and trade
negotiations. Trade negotiators and trade agreements must recognize the impor-
tance of prudential regulation and regulation to protect investors as necessary
components of a sound financial system. In this context, securities regulators
have an important role in the trade liberalization debate.
As the major domestic regulator of U.S. securities markets, the SEC has a
history of working to preserve regulatory flexibility and the SEC's ability to
fulfill the mandates of the federal securities laws. The SEC regularly engages
foreign country securities regulators in discussions about facilitating access to
securities markets, including primary offerings of securities, secondary market
trading of securities, and provision of investment advisory services. Central to
those discussions is the importance of maintaining a high degree of investor
protection. Increasingly, the SEC has been called upon to advise trade negotiators
regarding securities regulation issues and to assist them in crafting language that
will ensure investor protection.
The SEC has worked with the U.S. Treasury Department and other U.S.
Government departments and agencies on a variety of initiatives, including the
negotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA);557 and the
Uruguay Round of the General Agreement On Tariffs and Trade that resulted
in the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and the creation of the
World Trade Organization (WTO).551 Under NAFTA, Canada, Mexico, and the
United States agreed to certain binding principles and obligations to facilitate
free trade in a variety of sectors, including financial services. In the GATS, the
member countries of GATT extended the free trade principles regarding trade
in goods of the GATT to trade in services, which includes financial services.559
Among the basic tenets of both NAFTA and GATT is national treatment, which,
557. NAFTA, 1993, U.S.-Can.-Mex., 1993 WL 574449 (N.A.F.T.A.) (Table of Contents); 1993
WL 574439 (N.A.F.T.A.) (Ch. 14, Financial Services).
558. Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations,
done at Marrakech, Morocco, April 15, 1994, reprinted in RESULTS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND OF
MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS-THE LEGAL TEXTS (GATT Secretariat 1994); 1994 WL
761479 (G.A.T.T.).
559. The financial services part of the GATS was concluded on July 28, 1995, and will remain
in effect until the end of 1997. Paul Lewis, Global Services Pact Concluded: Good News and Bad
News for the U.S., N.Y. TIMES, July 28, 1995, § 1, at 35. The United States did not agree to the
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in article 1405 of NAFTA, entitles an investor or financial services provider of
a signatory country to treatment no less favorable than the other signatory country
accords domestic investors and financial services providers in like circumstances.
Another tenet of NAFTA and GATT (WTO) is most-favored-nation treatment,
which, in article 1406 of NAFTA, entitles an investor or financial services pro-
vider of a signatory country to treatment no less favorable than a signatory country
accords investors and financial services providers from any other country, in
like circumstances. In part from the SEC's efforts, NAFTA and the GATS contain
provisions that preserve the ability of securities regulators to regulate to protect
investors and the soundness of securities markets' 6° For example, both
agreements contain a "prudential carve-out," which allows a signatory country
to adopt or maintain measures to protect investors and the stability and integrity
of the financial system.
In January 1995, after lengthy negotiations, the United States and Japan adopted
a document entitled "Measures by the Government of Japan and the Government
of the United States Regarding Financial Services"5 61 with the aim of improving
market access for foreign financial services suppliers. In adopting the Measures,
the two governments exchanged commitments to open their markets to each
others' financial services providers in several areas. Among the noted objectives
of the Measures is ensuring the safety and soundness of the financial system
and the integrity of financial markets. Additionally, the Measures recognize the
importance of prudential regulation in the financial services sector.
The authors believe that coordination among trade and regulatory officials
within the U.S. Government must continue to maintain a proper balance between
trade liberalization and protection of investors and the soundness of securities
markets.
D. REGULATORY ACTION AFFECTING INTERNATIONAL TRADE
A recent SEC action illustrates the potential impact of domestic regulation on
international trade. In Gaz Metropolitain, Inc. 562 the SEC granted an application
under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA) by two affiliated
foreign holding companies for approval of the acquisition by one of the companies
financial services pact "because certain other countries were not offering American financial institu-
tions enough access to their markets." Paul Lewis, Financial Services Plan Advances Without U.S.,
N.Y. TIMES, July 7, 1995, § 1, at 33.
560. See Testimony of Mary L. Schapiro, SEC Commissioner, Concerning the Securities Aspects
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (Sept. 28, 1993), and Testimony of Barry S. Newman,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for International Monetary and Financial Policy (Sept.
28, 1993), before the U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban
Affairs.
561. Japan, U.S. Reach Agreement On Opening Financial Services, 1 WORLD SEC. L. REP. (BNA)
No. 2, at 25-28 (Feb. 1995).
562. Exchange Act Release No. 26170 (Nov. 23, 1994), 1994 SEC LEXIS 3676.
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(a large gas distributor in Canada) of the stock of an exempt U.S. holding company
that owned all the stock of a gas utility company in Vermont that totally depended
on Canada for its supply of natural gas.563 Before the SEC could approve such
an acquisition, section 10(c)(2) of the PUHCA required the SEC to find that the
acquisition would "serve the public interest by tending towards the economical
and the efficient development of an integrated public-utility system." 564 TheSEC
rejected its staff's argument that the acquisition could not satisfy the statutory
standards because the combined public utility system would not be wholly located
in the United States, and the foreign holding company would be less susceptible
to regulation in the United States than a domestic company. Rather, it held that
the PUHCA did not ban acquisitions by foreign holding companies, and that the
acquisition would serve the public interest by "tending toward economical and
efficient development of an integrated public-utility system.' ,565
563. That transaction would have been prohibited by § 9(a)(2) of PUHCA without SEC approval
pursuant to § 10 of that Act. The SEC staff had opposed the applications, and the parties waived
an initial decision by an administrative law judge.
564. GazMetropolitian, Inc., 1994 SEC LEXIS 3676 at *6. Section 2(a)(29)(B) defines "integrated
public-utility system" as "one or more gas utility companies which are so located and related that
substantial economies may be effectuated by being operated as a single coordinated system confined
in its operations to a single area or region." Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, 15
U.S.C.S. § 79b (1994).
565. 58 SEC Docket at 1251.
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